We have determined the sequence of 2400 base pairs upstream from the human pseudo alpha globin (\pa) gene, and for comparison, 1100 base pairs of DNA within and upstream from the chimpanzee ij« gene. The region upstream from the promoter of the in gene shows no significant homology to the intergenic regions of the adult a2 and al globin genes.
INTRODUCTION
The evolution of repetitive sequences has been extensively studied by methods which primarily detect changes in the average consensus sequence of the entire family rather than changes 1n the sequences of particular members of the family. Examples of such methods include determinations of the melting temperature of Interspedes DNA heteroduplexes (10,11) or Interspedes sequence comparisons of randomly selected members of repetitive sequence families (8,12,13,14). The results of these studies show that the base sequences of families of Interspersed repeats, including especially the Alu family, are well conserved in evolution. The average base sequence of a family might be conserved by a high degree of sequence conservation of each individual member (11) . In this case particular Alu repeats in human and chimpanzee would have nearly Identical sequences. Alternatively the base sequence of a family could be conserved by a rapid replacement or correction of individual member sequences (11) . Following such a correction in one species we could expect major interspedes sequence differences in any particular Alu family member. The excellent conservation of the a globin gene cluster in primate evolution provides a unique opportunity to study this question. In particular the restriction maps of regions containing the genes \pa, a2 and al globin genes 1n human and chimpanzee are nearly Identical (9) . We Isolated a chimpanzee genonric clone containing a part of the tj« globin gene and its flanking Alu family member to study the evolution of a particular Alu family repeat which is located on the 5' side of the ijw gene.
The information obtained from this study of the ifrc gene is also relevant to the evolution of the a-like globin gene cluster. Five genes encoding a-like globins are clustered 1n a 30 kb region of the human genome (1) . The cluster includes a pair of embryonic genes c, and tyc,, a nonfunctional adult gene i|« and a pair of adult genes, a2 and al (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) which are ordered as shown in F1g. 1. The five genes and much of their intergenic regions have been sequenced (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . For brevity we refer to the 5' flanking sequence of a gene and Its known control elements as an intergene. In particular the <ja interegene refers to the sequences 5 1 to the tj« gene and 3' to the K gene ( Fig. 1 ). The aZ and al genes have almost identical base sequences (4, 5) . The close homology of the coding regions has been ascribed to a recent sequence correction event which also extends into the a2 and al Intergenes (1,4,5 9) .
The in. gene 1s ancestrally related to the adult a globin gene (2) . However available sequences (ca_. 100 bp) and restriction mapping shows that the ipa Intergene is nonhomologous to the a2 and al intergenes (1, 2) . It is curious that closely related and clustered genes would have totally nonhomologous Intergenes. There is evidence for gene duplication by unequal crossing over which requires a concomitant duplication of intergenes (28) . In this regard the 5' flanking sequences of the \pa, a.2 and al genes have similar lengths (1, Fig. 1 ). Perhaps the ij« and a2/al intergenes are ancestrally related and share vestiges of homology which were not detected by comparing restriction maps. To detect any possible residual homology between the ipa and a2/al intergenes we have determined the sequence of 2.4 kb of DNA lying 5' to the human i|« gene. With these additional sequence data the base sequence of the a globin gene cluster has been determined with a few minor gaps from the Bam site lying 2.4 kb 5' to the i|a gene, through the 4« gene and the a2 and al genes and their intergenic regions (Fig. 1 ).
The comparison of the human and chimpanzee \Ja sequences might also provide insight into the evolution of pseudogene. Proudfoot and Maniatis (3) have clearly shown that the \pa gene was inactivated significantly further back in time than the divergence of human and chimpanzee. Until recently, all the information about pseudogene evolution came from comparing a given pseudogene with Its functional counterpart in the same species. By comparing homologous pseudogenes 1n closely related species of known divergence time, one can examine the rate and pattern of sequence divergence in a way that is relatively free from the problem of multiple hits, as pointed out by Martin et al. (31) .
METHODS
The Isolation of human \pa globin gene as a lambda genomic clone and the restriction map of this region has been reported by Lauer et al. (1) . The chimpanzee clone was isolated from a library prepared by X Charon 30 by J. Slightom using chimpanzee DNA provided by E. Zimmer (9). The chimpanzee library was screened by use of avilable human ipc. gene fragments (1). The clone derived by this procedure was verified by comparison to be restriction map of genomic DNA from the donor animal. The donor animal 1s polymorphic for an Eco Rl site which 1s located approximately 700 at 5' to the 4a gene. The clone selected in this study does not contain the Eco Rl site. Base sequence determinations were performed by the M13 modification of Sanger et al.'s dideoxy method (15, 16) . For Ml3 dideoxy sequencing, restriction fragments 5' to the ipa gene was subcloned into appropriate restriction sites in M13 strains mp 8, 9, 10 and 11 (17) . The sequencing protocol is described in New England Biolabs Ml3 cloning/sequencing system handbook.
Blot hybridization studies of restriction digests of the alpha globin regions were performed according to the modification of Souther's procedure (18,19). Appropriate Ml3 subclones, which were constructed as described above, were used as radiolabelled hybridization probes.
RESULTS

1)
Deternrination of DNA Sequences
The sequences of the human and chimpanzee DNAs were determined by dideoxy sequencing of the M13 subclones which are depicted 1n It should be recognized that a few of the differences reported for the human and chimpanzee sequences are supported by cleavage of predicted restriction sites. In particular a number of human but not chimpanzee DMA clones were generated by cleavage with the enzyme Alu I (cleaves AGCT) at sites -195 and -216 (Figs. 1,2 ).
2)
The ifra Intervene is Unique in the a Giobin Gene Cluster
With one exception, computer searches do not reveal any significant homology between the in (Fig. 2) and the a2/al Intergenes (5,7). The one exception 1s a 300 nt long Alu family member (positions -710 to -370, Fig. 2 ) which flanks the chimpanzee and human \jn genes. Like other members of the family it terminates in an A rich 3' end, which is depicted in this case as a T rich 5' end (positions -650 to -700, Fig. 2 ). The entire repetitive unit is flanked by recognizable short direct repeats (positions -690 vs -370) which result from the duplication of the genomic entry site upon insertion of the Alu family member (8) . This Alu family member is not related in any special way to the other five Alu family members in the a globin gene duster which have been previously sequenced (6,7).
Blot hybridization was employed as a direct test of this lack of homology between the ija and a2/al Intergenes. Restriction digests of a clone containing the entire a2 intergenic region as well as the in intergenic region depicted in Fig. 2 were probed with M13 subclones from the i<a Intergenic region. The M13 subclones were from positions -20 to -250, positions -756 to -1259 and positions -1128 to -2055, which exclude the ubiquitous Alu family member. One of these probes maps up to the 40 promoter region which is precisely the region where homology between the i/« and a2/al genes 1s disrupted (3) . In all three cases the HI3 subclones probed only the in globin intergene and not the a2 intergene (data not shown). By the criteria of blot hybridization the 5' flanking sequence of the in gene studied here ( Fig. 2 ) 1s unrelated to the 5' flanking region of the a2 gene. This conclusion merely confirms the accuracy of the computer assisted base sequence comparison described above. He also find that the in Intergenic region from -20 to -250 does not hybridize to a clone containing the adjacent K intergenic region (1). We therefore conclude that most of the 5' \pa intergenic region is probably unique within the a globin gene cluster.
3)
Sequence Similarities With and Between the in and a2/a1 Intergenes The tpa and a2/al genes clearly result from an ancestral duplication (3). As just one illustration of the close relationship between these gene duplicates, even their Intervening sequences are partially homologous. It 1s surprising that the closely related genes have entirely different
GGATC CCCGGG6CTC TG6GCGGTGT 666CGTAGTG
-2400 -2350 AAGCCCCACG CA6CCGCCCT CCTCCCC66T CACT6ACTGG TCCTGCAGGC TCTTCACGGT GTACCCCA6C ACCAA6STCT ACTTCCCSCA CCT6AGCGCC  -2300  -2250  TGCCA6GACG AC6CAGCT6C TGAGCCACGG 6A6CGCATCT 6CSGCTGTGG C6CGGC6GT6 CAGCACGT6G ACAACCT6C6 C6CCTGA6CC C6CTGGCGGA  -2200  -2150  CCTGACGCTC GTTGCGCGTG 6ACCCA6CCA ACTTTCCGGT 6A6GCCTTTC CGGCCGG6GC AATGGTCCAT CGCCTAGCCS GGAT6G66GG GCTCTGG66G  -2100  -2050  TCCCTA6CGG GGCA6ACCCC 6TCTCACCGG CCCCTTCTCC T6CA8CT6CT AATCCASTST TTCCAC6TC6 TGCTGGCtTC CCACCT6CAG SAC6ASTTCA  -2000  -1950  CC6T6CAAAT GCAA6CG6CG TG6GACAAGT TCCTGACT6G TST6GCCGTS GT6CT6ACC6 AAAAATACGC TGMCCCTGT 6CTGC6A66C CTTGGTCTGT  -1900  -1850  GCATGTCAAT AAACASAGGC CC6AACCATC TGCCCCTCCC TCTST6GTCT TTG666A6CT AGCAAAGCGA 66TCACTATT GTTGGCCAGT flanking sequences. Base sequence comparisons presented below suggest that intergenic regions may rapidly diverge by duplications of existing regions, amplifying runs of simple sequences and perhaps by a high mutation rate associated with runs of simple sequences.
Scattered throughout the 5' flanking region are a number of short repetitive elements or runs of either a particular base or a short simple sequences (Fig. 2) . The presence of Internal repeats suggests that part of the intergenic region may result from a duplication of existing sequences. For example an imperfect 9 base pair repeat 1s present at positions -2206 and -1921 within the i|« intergene (Fig. 3 ). An Imperfect twelve base pair repeat lies the same distance upstream from each of these 9 base pair repeats (F1g. 3). Further upstream from the 12 bp repeat is a perfect eight nucleotide repeat which 1s contained 1n a 40 nucleotide region having 65% overall homology (Fig. 3) . We conclude that either these two 150 bp units were formed by duplicating an ancestral sequence or as a minimum that much intergenic DNA may result from duplicating oligonucleotides.
Polypyrimidine runs (as well as complementary polypurines) occurs at a number of potentially significant sites within the Intergenic region (Fig. 2) . To better understand the probable implication of these polypyrimidine runs it 1s helpful to consider a 230 bp region of nonhomology which 1s present in the al intergenic region and 1s absent in the a2 intergenic region, F1g. 4. Because homology between the a2 and al intervenes resumes on either side of this 230 bp sequence, 1t can be regarded as an Insertion into the al intergene or as a deletion from the a2 intergene (7). The 5' end of this sequence (position -1100) is essentially a ninefold tandem repetition of the trinucleotide CCN where N 1s usually the base T. The resulting 28 nucleotides contains 26 pyrimidines. Three tandem copies of CCN are located at position -1050 and a tandem run of five less perfect copies of recognizable at -1000 (F1g. 4). We suggest that this nonhomology region results in part by tandemly expanding simple Figure 4 . A region of non homology which is present in the al intergene but absent from the a2 Intergene (7) can be partially represented as a tandem expansion of simple sequences. Polypyrimi dine runs such as those Indicated above can be recognized at a number of regions within the a2 and al Intergenes (7) as well as the 4a intergene (Figure 2 ). Less perfect variants of these expansions, such as those at position -1000, are recognizable in that they contain sequence elements 1n common with other more certain expansions, e.g. CCT and CCA which are present at around position -1100. As Illustrated by the run of alternating TG, sequence tandem expansions are not restricted to polypyri mi dines. Fig. 2; 6 ). In the human i|o gene this twenty nucleotide frameshift deletion results in three downstream termination condons (3). As the chimpanzee clone does not extend into this downstream region we cannot ascertain the presence of these three termination codons 1n chimpanzee. However even if these terminators are absent, the twenty nucleotide deletion and ensuing frameshift 1s strong evidence that any polypeptide resulting from this gene 1s unlikely to be a functional a-globin. The homologous chimpanzee i |xx gene is therefore certainly a pseudogene in agreement with Proudfoot and Maniatis's (3) estimate that tliis gene was inactivated about 45 million years ago; well before the divergence of human and chimpanzee.
CCCG6-TCACT6AC-TG6TCCTGCA6GCT-CT--TC-ACSGTST(36)CCTSCCASGACSA(69)CGCCTGASCCCGCTG
Nucleic Acids Researcĥ
Unlike the human \\xx gene which has GTG at the position (position 40) of the initiation codon, the chimpanzee <J« gene contains the normal initiation codon ATG ( Fig. 2; 6) . Consequently the single nucleotide mutation in the Initiation codon in the human i|« was probably not responsible for silencing the tya gene (3).
Many apes including individual chimpanzees are known to express a third a globin gene product (27) . The polypeptide encoded by the open reading frame of the chimpanzee i pcx gene would not account for this gene product.
5) Divergence Between Hunan and Chimpanzee
The divergence between coding regions of the human and chimpanzee ij« genes is due entirely to 10 base substitutions (Table 1, Fig. 6 ), the percentage divergence being 2.7%. By contrast, in the Alu repeat, there is less point mutational divergence (0.7$). The intergenic region exclusive of the Alu repeat is intermediate 1n this respect, exhibiting 1.6% divergence (Table 1 ). Striking differences exist among the three regions in the number of additions and deletions, as shown in Table 1 , (Fig. 6) . The high Incidence 1n the intergenic region exclusive of the Alu repeat TABLE 1.
Types of mutational differences between human and chimpanzee 1n the vicinity of the pseudo a globin gene. exceeds the value for typical noncoding regions of nuclear DNA (33) . The absence of length mutations in the coding regions of the t|« gene is also notable and may imply that this region 1s not free of functional constraints. Combining both length and base changes there is a total of 2.6% divergence between the human and chimpanzee sequences. This value may be compared to 1.5% divergence for the whole a region as estimated from restriction mapping (9) and 0.7% to 2.5% divergence for total single copy DNA as estimated from DNA heteroduplex melting studies (10, 25, 26, 32) . if the sequence of repetitive DNA families is not conserved by a mechanism which operates on the family as a whole then each individual member must be well conserved.
Region
The Alu family member 5' to the tya gene also appears to be conserved relative to adjacent single copy sequences, in agreement with results from DNA heteroduplex melting studies (10, 11) . The sample size (three mutations in one 300 bp Alu repeat and thirty-two mutations in the 1071 bp of flanking DNA) is too small to be statistically significant. However the qualitative difference between the mutational divergence of this Alu repeat and its immediate flanking region (Fig. 6 ) leads us to propose that the base sequences of other Alu family members will be highly conserved since the divergence of human and chimpanzee. If Indeed this proposal is proven to be correct, it implies that the sequences of Alu repeats are subject to selection and may serve a biological function. ii)
Intergenic DNA There 1s good evidence for gene duplication by unequal crossing over (28) . Unequal crossing over would also duplicate intergenes as is the case for al and a2 (1). The 2 kb ijxi intergenic region studied here is completely unrelated to the a2/al Intergenes and probably the vfj c intergene. In contrast the a2 and al intergenes include regions of identical sequence (1, 5, 7) . One possibility 1s that the 5' flanking region of the ijtt gene was not part of the original duplication unit that gave rise to the a and t|« genes. This would require that the ancestral duplication resulted from several rounds of unequal crossing over rather than one. A second possibility is that the ' Jra and a2/al intergenic regions were part of ancestral duplication unit, but that intergenic regions are subject to rapid mutational changes which erased the ancestral homology of the va and a2/al intergenes.
Our sequence studies show that intergenic regions are subject to rapid change by several different mechanisms. First, many regions flanking the a2/al and i|« genes appear to result from the tandem amplification of simple sequences, such as polypyri mi dines. Consequently the resulting ij« and a2/al intergenes contain regions of sequence similarity , e.g. runs of CCT, as opposed to regions of strict sequence homology. Second, we have evidence for the duplication of either olignucleotides or extended regions within the ijw intergene. Third, there is the suggestion that the rate for length mutations may be higher in intergenes than in genie sequences.
There is good evidence that the tandem amplification of simple sequences observed within the ij« intergene is a general phenomenon within noncoding regions. The intervening sequences within the K and c globin genes are largely composed of simple sequence runs (2). Amplification of these simple sequences has the effect of expanding the intervening sequences (2). The tandem amplification of simple sequence DNA e.g. alternating poly CT, has also been identified as a source of length polyporphism within the ribosomal genes of subspecies of mouse and slime mould (22, 23) . This is good evidence for the rapid (intraspecies) amplification of simple sequences within flanking DNA. The 230 bp nonhomology region in the al intergenic region is another example of the rapid expansion of simple sequence DNA (Fig. 4) ; in this case it is likely that the expansion occurred since the last correction of this particular region in the a2 and al Intergenes (7). A 500 nucleotide rat insulin Intergenic region also includes a tandemly amplified sequence (27) . Interestingly this region exhibits a high degree of length polymorphism consistent with our suggestion that such regions may rapidly diverge. Fig. 5) . There is also a distinct boundary between homologous and nonhomologous sequences in the two functional a globin genes in goat (30) . Again in this case homology between the duplicate genes extends approximately 85 nucleotides upstream from the cap site to include known promoter elements (31). After this boundary sequence the excellent homology between the two goat a-glob1n genes (1$ divergence) breaks down Into completely nonhomologous intergenic sequences. This abrupt change from almost exactly homologous to completely unrelated sequences 1s evidence for the existence of a sequence conversion unit which includes the essential elements of the gene (30) . According to this view, the intergenic regions which are part of the ancestral duplication unit but lie outside the conversion unit eventually diverge into unrelated sequences (30) . The boundary between intergene and gene at position -94 in the goat I a gene is marked by the sequence: ...CCTCCACCTCCT This agrees with our finding that an Inexact tandem aplification of the sequence CCT marks the boundary between the human i|o gene and intergene at position -78, Fig. 5 . In the case of the goat a globins, as in the case of the human 4>a and a2/al, intergenic nonhomology in part results from tandemly amplified simple sequences.
These conclusions conform with the widely held view, that much Intergenic DNA is filler sequence. This does not Imply that all Intergenic DNA is irrelevant to the structure of a gene. Intergenic regions may contain functional elements which are not recognizable by a base sequence determination. Conceivably the function of Intergenic DNA is satisfied by other structural features such as base composition, pyrimidine runs, or sequence length. In this context it 1s noteworthy that the ifw, a2, and al intergenes all have approximately the same length (1).
